
SACTAC Minutes 
February 27, 2013 

 
Persons attending: Nell Yang, Michelle Parolise, Dennis Sadler, Nick Quach, Brian 
Schroeder, Vincent Nunez, Joe Pacino, Allen Dooley, George Sweeney, Marilu Morris 
 
Approval of the minutes: Vincent motioned for approval, Brian seconded, minutes 
approved 
 
Work Groups: Allen requested that the work groups begin to move their 
recommendations upward to the SACTAC committee and then move that onward to 
cabinet. 
 
Web Design Committee 

1. There is a need to keep the front page current once the new skin is up in July 
of this year 

2. An editorial board was recommended with a group of stakes holders in the 
front page current events, 

a. Allen Dooley, Jason Keller, Daniel Marquez, Maria Taylor, Pilar 
Traslivania, and representatives from faculty and fine arts were 
recommended for the editorial board 

3. A set of guidelines and policies needs to be established for the new website.  
The Web Committee will be working towards establishing these and moving 
them to SACTAC for approval 

 
Prioritization: 

1. Allen recommended a prioritization group for both the hardware and 
software 

a. Lance Lockwood, Nick Quach and George Sweeney will be on the 
hardware committee 

b. Joe Pacino, Nell Yang, Michelle Parolise, and Don Dutton will be on the 
software committee 

c. The recommendations for prioritization will be expected by the May 
meeting 

d. Groups need to find out the levels of priority for each of the 
computers, pieces of software or technology for their areas. 

e. The reason for this is because we need to move the college from a 
dependency on soft money for the technology needs to a more stable 
flow of money for technological supplies. 

 
Project Manager 

1. George Sweeney presented that there was a great need for a project manager 
or project management group to create a line of communication between 
administration and information technology 



2. It was resolved that the project manager would be added to the Technology 
plan and placed as a recommendation to the VP level 

3. SCC currently  
 
PDF Creator 

1. Nell Yang discussed the need for some way to group PDF's for students in the 
library.  Several recommended solutions were brought up by members of the 
committee.  

2. The committee did mention a concern regarding students copying 
documents.  

 
Other 

1. The March 20th SACTAC meeting has been moved to March 13th.  George 
Sweeney will arrange a room and send it out to the members of SACTAC. 


